
Design of Columns 

Design of columns means the designing of the dimensions of the various columns. 
Dimension includes fixing the shape and finding the length and width of the cross-
section. Designing also means finding the reinforcing bars' diameters in the reinforced 
column's design. An essential factor to design columns is the Euler's theory of columns. 

The design of columns depends on the columns' slenderness ratio and the load types 
on the columns. The column base is also designed considering these factors. Columns 
are mainly designed for compressive loads but can act in the pure axial direction or with 
the eccentric loading direction to the columns. Reinforced columns can be designed 
with working stress or limit state methods. 

Different Materials for Designing Columns 

A column is a structural member designed to transfer a load of superstructure to the 
below footings. It mainly takes compressive loads over it, whether it acts in the pure 
axial direction or has eccentricity to the axis of the column. Materials for the construction 
of the columns depend on the design load and other structural requirements. 

Columns can be constructed with steel structures, timbers, concrete materials, etc. The 
selection of these materials is mainly based on their strength characteristics. For 
example, steel columns are preferred for high-strength and lightweight structures and 
timber columns are generally preferred for temporary structures. 

Different Parameters of Design of Reinforced Column 

Designing a reinforced column depends on the slenderness ratio, effective length, 
shape amount of external loads, eccentricity of loads, etc. These parameters are 
selected in such a way that it meets the suitable strength of the column and struts for 
which it is designed. Here a few parameters are discussed below. 

Slenderness ratio (λ) 

The slenderness ratio of the column is defined as the ratio of the effective length of the 
column to its least lateral dimension of the column. It depends on the type of column. 
The letter λ represents it. 

For the short column, the value of λ < 3 and for the long column λ >12. 

The effective length of a column 

The effective length of the column is the length that will be effective for the load 
resistance. The effective length of Compression Members can be represented below. 





Load carrying capacity for short column 

P = σscAsc + σccAcc 

Where 

• AC = Area of concrete, AC = Ag - Asc 
• σSC ⇒ Stress in compression steel 

• σCC ⇒ Stress in concrete 
• Ag ⇒ Total gross cross-sectional area 

• ASC ⇒ Area of compression steel 

Load carrying capacity for long column 

P = Cr(σscAsc + σccAcc) 

where, 

• Cr = Reduction factor 
• Cr = 1.25 - (leff/48B) 
• leff = Effective length of the column 
• B = Least lateral dimension 

A column with helical reinforcement 

In the case of helical reinforcement, the column strength is increased by 5% 

P = 1.05(σscAsc + σccAcc) for short column 

P = 1.05 Cr(σscAsc + σccAcc) for long column 

Longitudinal reinforcement 

(a) Minimum area of steel = 0.8% of the gross area of the column 

(b) Maximum area of steel 

(i) When bars are not lapped Amax = 6% of the gross area of the column 

(ii) When bars are lapped Amax = 4% of the gross area of the column 

Minimum number of bars for reinforcement 

For rectangular column 4 

For circular column 6 








